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money, especially as they account to me somewhat for the difficulties
I have experienced.—Times.
It would be valuable if he would somewhat expand his ideas regard-
ing local defence by Volunteers.—Times.
Sir,—I have been somewhat interested in the recent correspondence
in your columns.—Times.
So many persons of undoubted integrity believe in 'dowsing* that he
is a somewhat rash man who summarily dismisses the matter.—Times.
Sir Francis Bertie, whose dislike of unnecessary publicity is some-
what pronounced.—Times.
It is not too much to say that any one who hopes to write well
had better begin by abjuring somewhat altogether.
We cannot tell whether this long list will have a dissuasive
effect, or will be referred to foolish individual prejudice against
an unoffending word. But on the first assumption we should
like to add that a not less dissuasive collection might easily be
made of the intensifier distinctly than of the qualifier somewhat.
The use meant is that seen in:
The effect as the procession careers tru-ough the streets of Berlin is
described as distinctly interesting.
Distinctly gives the patronizing interest, as somewhat gives the
contemptuous indifference, with which a superior person is to
be conceived surveying life; and context too often reveals that
the superiority is imaginary.
56. CLUMSY PATCHING
When a writer detects a fault in what he has written or
thought of writing, his best course is to recast the whole sen-
tence. The next best is to leave it alone. The worst is to patch
it in such a way that the reader has his attention drawn, works
out the original version, and condemns his author for careless-
ness aggravated by too low an estimate of readers' intelligence.
Numerous allegations, too, were made of prejudiced treatment
measured out against motorists by rural magistrates.—Times, (avoid-
ance of the jingle in meted out to motorists)
No crew proved to be of the very highest class; but this, perhaps, led
the racing to be on the whole close and exciting.—Times, (avoidance of
the jingle in led to the raciwg being)

